
Editor’s Note: This is the third in a series on the futures of some
Los Angeles high school graduates.

JACK SMITH

If ever there was a writer who
could be called “Mr. Los Angeles,”
Jack Clifford Smith was it.

Author of ten books, many years a
reporter and rewrite man, he is
best known and loved by
generations of Angelenos for the
columns he wrote for the Los
Angeles Times from 1958 until, to a
limited extent, his death in 1996.

Smith was born in Long Beach, August 27, 1916.  He grew
up in Bakersfield and Los Angeles.  He attended Belmont
High School in L.A. (as did Mike Frankowich, UCLA
football great and Hollywood producer, and Hollywood
legends Richard Crenna, Ricardo Montalban, Anthony
Quinn, Mort Sahl and several Watson brothers), and
Bakersfield College.  Before joining the U.S. Merchant
Marine in 1937 he worked for the Civilian Conservation
Corps.  He credited the CCC with giving him the
education he used throughout his life. 

During WW II he fought with the U.S. Marines.  The
highlight of the service for him was the legendary U.S.
assault on Iwo Jima, during which he fought with a gun
after losing his typewriter during the Marines’ landing on
the island that cost the U.S. nearly 7,000 killed and nearly
20,000 wounded, and Japan almost 22,000 killed, 216
captured.

After coming home following the war, he was working for
the Daily News when he first made a name for himself,
covering the Elizabeth Short (“Black Dahlia”) murder case.

His next assignment was with the Los Angeles Times as
rewrite man, followed by his own column in 1958, which
he retained until his death.

His genius as writer and philosopher made his “Jack
Smith’s L.A.” a unique piece of prose.  He didn’t write
about deep, profound issues, but about every-day
happenings in Los Angeles, his own neighborhood, events
in the post-war suburbia around him, a visit to an
interesting place around his city, the construction of his
Baja California vacation home, musings while driving the
freeways, his family (wife Denny and their two sons).  He
made Los Angeles, which he dearly loved and always
defended in a quiet, tongue-in-cheek way, come alive.

Smith wrote five columns a week during most of his time
as columnist, until 1992 when he limited himself to one 
a week.  At the height of his popularity, the columns were
distributed to about 600 newspapers worldwide. 

Jack Smith died following multiple heart attacks on
December 25, 1995, and died on January 9, 1996.  The
coverage of his death compared to that of famous figures of
the day.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello Everyone,

I can’t believe how fast 2012 is moving.  

We wrapped up our Marie Northrop Lecture Series with an interesting look at our
automotive history in Los Angeles by Matthew Roth and we have conducted a number
of member events as well.  In May a group of our members and friends took a tour
together of the Huntington Library and Japanese Gardens, and in July a group of 
us took a walk through Ferndell in Griffith Park.  We have more events in the 
works so please keep an eye out for our notices.

The Society also completed a major project, the compilation of a database of City 
Officials from 1850 to 2010.  The database has been turned over to the Control of the
City Clerk’s Office, which will be responsible for updating the database into the 
future.  The database can be searched on line on the City Clerk’s webpage at:
http://cityclerk.lacity.org/chronola/

Congratulations to Hynda Rudd for her overall management of the project!

I am also excited to announce that we have tentatively selected a site for our 2012
holiday gala, the Los Angeles Fire Department Historical Society’s Hollywood Museum,
located in the original Station 27 building in Hollywood, which in its day was the
largest fire station west of the Mississippi.  The date is tentatively set for Tuesday,
December 11th, with confirmation and further details to come.

Finally, if you have not had the chance to speak to any of your board members 
personally of late, please consider stopping by our table at the 2012 Archive Bazaar,
in the Doheny Memorial Library at USC.  The Bazaar this year will be held on
Saturday, October 27th. 

I hope you are as excited about the future of LACHS as I am and will continue to join
us at future events. 

Thank You,

Todd Gaydowski
President
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS IN
THE WORKS
The 7th annual L.A. as Subject Archives Bazaar is
scheduled for Saturday, October 27th, at USC’s Doheny
Memorial Library.  LACHS directors Giao Baker and
Tyson Gaskill are representing the Society and welcome
help from any member.  If you would like to be on the
committee or help on the day of the Bazaar, please contact
Giao at 213/821-0489 or Tyson at 213/550-7439.

The Bazaar has always been an enjoyable event, and
important to LACHS because it gives us a wonderful
means for promoting the organization, getting new
members and selling some of our products.

Kay Tornborg and her Program Committee are busy
planning a number of interesting events for the rest of the
year.  Details - such as dates and times - are still being
worked out, but members are being put on notice to watch
for announcements.

Tour of Watts Towers, and a film.

Lunch and tour of the Los Angeles Observatory.

A visit to the Greater Los Angeles Zoo.

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ALWAYS WELCOME
The following letter was received by your editor from 
Abe Hoffman, the Newsletter’s Book Reviewer and
contributor of article on L.A. history.

My congratulations to you for one of the best issues of the
Newsletter since I joined the LACHS, and I am happy to
have been a contributor to its success.

I enjoyed the article about Doolittle and Patton coming 
to Los Angeles, but one interesting part of their visit
wasn’t mentioned.  I wrote a brief article for Branding Iron
on how the L.A. City Council was so thrilled with
Doolittle’s visit that they considered a proposal to name
the Los Angeles Municipal Airport after him.  He graciously
declined the offer.  Had he been more self-centered, we
might well be stuck in traffic on the 405 trying to get to
the Doolittle Airport!

LOS ANGELES – LONDON

OLYMPICS CONNECTION

Prior to the Olympics in London (Opening Ceremonies
July 27), the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum hosted an
event saluting London, from one Olympic city to another.
Guests included Dame Barbara Hay, United Kingdom’s
Consul-General to Los Angeles, and other members of 
the consular corps locally who represent countries that
have held Olympic Games.

The Coliseum, symbolically, is the only venue in the world
where the Olympics were held twice.  Los Angeles, London,
Paris and Athens are the only cities that have held the
Summer Olympics more than once.  To honor the 2012
Games, at the end of the event the Olympic Cauldron 
was lit.

Dame Hay has told interviewers that London officials 
took lessons from Los Angeles on how to organize
successful Olympic Games.  Here, here!!

L.A. ANNIVERSARIES
Many anniversaries involving Los Angeles, major and
minor, are being celebrated this year:

20th: Los Angeles Riots following the trial of LAPD 
officers involved in the Rodney King beating.  
King himself, ironically, died days prior to the 
anniversary date.

50th: Opening day at Dodger Stadium.
Debut of Beach Boys
Cuban Missile Crisis, involving all of U.S.
L.A. Philharmonic-Zubin Mehta partnership forms

60th: Cinerama in Hollywood 

65th: Langer’s Deli on Alvarado near Wilshire

90th: Tam O’Shanter restaurant on Los Feliz Bllvd.

100th: Paramount Pictures formed, as Adolph Zuko 
shows “Queen Elizabeth,” first full-length movie 
in U.S. 
Girls Scouts of America in L.A.

125th: Hollywood, developed by H.H. Wilcox, officially 
named
Salvation Army in L.A.
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WELCOME TO 
NEW MEMBERS

Anne Christensen
Linda Dorn

Laurie & David Gantz
Hollywoodland Homeowners Association

Jim Karac
Patty Lopez

Breanna Lee Watsek

MEMBERS’ NEWS

Several members have been honored.  Ann Shea is 
the vice president/president elect of the Conference
of California Historical Societies, the first person to
be asked to serve a second time in that capacity.
Other LACHS members serving with Ann - some in
more than one position - are John Shea, Christie
Bourdet and Christina Essex… (Ann, incidentally,
has retired from the California African American
Museum)… Councilman Tom LaBonge presented
Eddy Feldman with a City Council commendation
on his 92nd birthday… Alma Carlisle, former board
member, was honored with the West Adams
Heritage Association’s Martin Eli Weil Award, going
to someone with a connection to the West Adams
district who has made a significant contribution to
historic preservation.  Martin Weil, who died a few
years ago, was a member of the Society who spoke 
to us on several occasions… Hynda Rudd received 
a plaque from LACHS for her monumental work in
organizing the database of all L.A. city officials from
1850 on, to be maintained in the City Clerk’s office
ad infinitum… Your editor was specially lucky,
recognized by the board of directors with an award
for co-chairing (the first two years) and chairing for
the next 17 the Marie Northrop Lecture Series; was
recipient of the city council’s commendation on the
occasion of her 93rd birthday.  To top it off was the
Waddingham Doctor Award of the Conference of
California Historical Societies given to a member of
a local historical society for 25 years of service.  John
Fisher, chair of the Northrop Lectures, retired after
39 years with the L.A. Department of Transportation,
where he was  assistant general manager.  Hopefully
he will continue as a regular contributor to the
Newsletter, writing interesting article on L.A.
streets… Writers used to indicate the end of a story
with the number “30” at the bottom of the last page.
Danny Muñoz and David Hiovich can put a 30 on
the front of their Angeleno Heights home.  They
bought a fixer-uppper Victorian 32 years ago.  Today,
from the foundation up, it’s repaired and restored.

SAMMY LEE, WINNER 
WITH MANY “FIRSTS”

From childhood, Sammy Lee aspired to two
accomplishments: be an Olympic champion and become
a medical doctor.  To the Fresno-born, 5-footer of Asian
descent facing the discriminations of the era this seemed
an impossible dream. 

He began practicing his favorite sport, diving, as a
youngster and while attending first, Occidental College
then, USC medical school, against the odds of his day:
public pools were closed to non-Caucasians under most
circumstances.  What saved him was coming under the
tutelage of renowned diving coach Jim Ryan.  The latter,
6'4" and influential, would take Lee into the Los Angeles
Athletic Club and dare anyone to stop them.

Sammy Lee achieved even more than he had promised his
father:

First American of Asian descent to get an Olympic Gold
Medal, let alone multiple medals.

First diver to win two golds in platform diving, back to
back, 1948 and 1952, along with a bronze in 1948.

While serving as major in the U.S. Army Medical Corps
(1953-55) during the Korean Engagement, won the James
E. Sullivan award from the Amateur Athletic Union as
the outstanding athlete in the U.S.

He went on to become a diving coach and helped such
American greats as Bob Webster and Greg Louganis win
their medals in future Olympic Games.
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GLEN DAWSON AT 100
BOOKMAN - PUBLISHER - MOUNTAINEER - SOLDIER - FAMILY MAN - GENTLEMAN

by Nick Curry

Glen Dawson’s centennial fete was
celebrated over a one-week period.
First, a luncheon at the University 
Club of Pasadena on Saturday, June 2nd
(final headcount: 260).  Second, a casual
afternoon drop-in on Sunday, June 3rd
(his actual birthday) at Villa Gardens 
in Pasadena, where he lives.  Third, a
celebratory dinner and power-point
presentation of Glen’s mountain-
climbing career by the Zamorano 
Club at the Women’s City Club of
Pasadena on Wednesday, June 6th,
followed by a Saturday morning June
9th presentation of same at the
beautiful Sherman Library & Gardens
in Corona Del Mar.  All four events were truly heart-
warming and engaging.  Genuine love, appreciation and
affection for Glen permeated throughout all occasions.
How often does one turn 100 ears old and is able to enjoy
and take part in all of the festivities?

All of the events were orchestrated and executed by 
Glen’s many friends and family members including the
Westerners Los Angeles Corral, the Zamorano Club, the
Huntington Westerners, the Huntington Library, the 
Los Angeles City Historical Society, the Sherman Library 
& Gardens, the Historical Society of Southern California,
the Sierra Club, and the Book Collectors of Southern
California.  For the record, Glen’s sisters, Fern and June,
age 95 and 93, respectively, were in attendance.

Westerners Los Angeles Corral member Phil Brigandi’s
(former Orange County Archivist) summary, which follows,
best describes the highlights of the events on June 2nd:

Recognition, recollections, and a certain amount of awe
were the order of the day when more than 230 friends,
family, and admirers gathered on June 2nd to celebrate the
100th birthday of the legendary Los Angeles bookman,
Glen Dawson.

The many varied constituencies of Dawson’s long life were
all represented at the luncheon at Pasadena’s University
Club, including scholars, historians, and representatives of
the Sierra Club (Dawson has been a life member since 1921
and helped to pioneer modern rock climbing techniques 

in the 1930s), the Los Angeles Corral
of the Westerners (Dawson is their 
last charter member from 1946), the
Zamorano Club, the Book Collectors
of Southern California (who issued the
Dawson 80 in 2007, listing 80 of the
most significant books on Southern
California), and the 10th Mountain
Division of the U.S. Army, whom
Dawson helped train for fighting in
the Alps during World War II.

For generations, Dawson’s Book Shop
was a gathering place for collectors,
historians, printers, and librarians.
But Glen (and his late brother, Muir)

did not just sell books, they also published them - some
370 over the decades.  In his tribute, Dr. Tom Andrews 
of Azusa Pacific University described Glen Dawson as a
historian trapped in a book dealer’s body.

Special recognition was received from the cities of Pasadena
and Los Angeles, which declared “Glen Dawson Day” in
the City of the Angels.

Dawson seemed to take all the accolades with aplomb,
warmly thanking the speakers and the crowd for joining
him that day.

Editor’s Note: Following are a few important dates in the
Dawson Book Shop and Glen Dawson stories:

1905: Dawson’s Book Shop started by Ernest Dawson in
downtown L.A.  It is the oldest continuously operating
book shop in Los Angeles, specializing in rare and out-of-
print books on California history, Western Americana and
photography.

1923: At 11, Glen receives a life-time membership in the
Sierra Club.

1927: Glen climbs White Mountain Peak, 4th-highest
peak in California.

1928: Travels with hi father to East Coast and Europe; they
climb Switzerland’s Matterhorn.

Continued on page 6
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City Hall East
Editor’s Note: This is the second article in a series on municipal
buildings, part of an unpublished book on Los Angeles City Halls
by Irene Tresun.

The city’s government continued to grow and become more
complex.  The search for more room was on, resulting in the
hiring in 1965, during Mayor Sam Yorty’s administration,
of William F. Stockwell and J.E. Stanton, architects, to do
a study as to how best to expand.  They prepared plans for
City Hall East, a park-like area connecting it visually to
THE city hall, City Hall South, the Los Angeles Mall, a
Japanese bridge across Temple Street, another one across
Main Street, and 1,051,800 square feet of underground
parking below the area from First to Aliso streets.  There is
also a covered, enclosed pedestrian bridge between the two
facing city halls, at the third-floor level.  The project was
started in 1969, and the building occupied in 1972.

City Hall East, an 18-story structure in the International
Style, rises 280 feet above Main Street directly across Main
Street from the Los Angeles City Hall.  It boasts the first
municipal helipad in the immediate area, adds 549,000
square feet of offices, and the only mall built by the City of
Los Angeles.  The building’s outstanding artistic  feature
are two colorful over-sized murals, around the portals on
Main Street, the primary entrance.  Designed by Millard
Sheets, they depict some of the ethnic groups that have
been a part of Los Angeles: South American Indians, Arabs,
Japanese, Mexicans, Africans, Egyptians, Chinese,

Scandinavians, American Indians, Eastern Indians,
Russians, Greeks, Jews, French, U.S. Americans,
Polynesians, Spaniards, Swiss, English, Italians, Germans
and Central Americans.

Most of Los Angeles Mall, from City Hall East to Aliso
Street, between Los Angeles and Main streets, is sunken.
Temple Street – spanned by an Oriental bridge – divides it
into two sections that stretch under the Federal Office
Building and the U.S. Courthoouse on the north.  Besides
the Children’s Museum, it has a variety of shops and eating
places, most of the latter with outdoor seating.  Attractive
landscaping consists of trees, flowers, small pools,
fountains, and interesting light standards, and benches for
brown-baggers to eat lunch, or shoppers to rest.

Attached to a wall on the Main Street side are plaques to
mark the sites of the Bella Union, the city’s first major 
elite hotel, and of the first newspaper (1851), the La
Estrella/Los Angeles Star, written in both languages.

An unusual piece of public art stands at street level at the
corner of Temple and Main streets, admired by some,
despised by others: The Triforium, designed by Joseph L.
Young, finished in 1975.  The artist refers to it as the first
kinetic color-music sculpture.  It is composed of three 60-
foot pylons, 1,494 multi-colored glass prisms, and speakers.
A computer – when working – coordinates music and
flickering lights, reminiscent of old juke boxes.

1931: With three friends, climbs east face of Mt. Whitney,
a first.

1935: Graduates from UCLA, major in History.

1943-1945: WW II, with U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain
Division Ski Patrol in Italian Alps with Gen. Mark Clark.
Awarded the Bronze Star.

1947: Ernest Dawson dies; Glen and younger brother 
Muir jointly own Dawson’s.

1968: After several moves in downtown L.A., Dowson’s
relocates to Larchmont .

1973:Glen awarded the Francis P. Farquhar Mountaineering
Award.

1985: Michael Dawson, Muir’s son, joins the firm.

1993: Glen retires, sells his interest to Michael.

2002: Glen’s 90th birthday celebrated in Pasadena, when
he promises to see all at his centennial.

2005: Muir dies one month prior to Dawson Book Shop’s
100th anniversary.  Michael becomes owner, changes name.

2010:Michael sells Michael Dawson Gallery/Dawson Book
Shop on Larchmont Blvd. continues business on line from
Echo Park.

GLEN DAWSON AT 100
Continued from page 5
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THE LOS ANGELES “FIESTA” 
BIRTHDAY PARTY, 1931

by Abraham Hoffman

Everyone enjoys a party, and the best parties are those 
that celebrate events with a 5 or 0 in the year.  No one 
paid attention to the 499th anniversary of Columbus
discovering America, but in 1992 the 500th anniversary
was a major event.  A 50th wedding anniversary is a golden
one, but the 49th or 51st won’t bring many guests to the
party.  Centennials are popular, as are bicentennials,
tricentennials, and, in the case of Jamestown, Virginia, in
2007, quadricentennial.

In 1931 the city of Los Angeles took the opportunity to
celebrate its sesquicentennial (hard to spell, even harder to
pronounce), but leading Los Angeles citizens considered a
150th birthday party a chance to let the world know what
it probably already knew, given the city’s constant self-
promotion and incredible population growth in the 20th
century.  Los Angeles was about to declare itself a major
metropolitan city, the host of the Tenth Olympiad in 1932,
and what better way to do so than to throw a birthday
party.

In November, 1930 the Great Depression was beginning to
affect people’s jobs and sense of security.  The stock market

had crashed, manufacturing was curtailed, and workers
were laid off.  Matters would get much worse over the
decade, and the Depression would not end until the United
States entered World War II.  With the anniversary date
ten months in the future, Mayor John C. Porter ignored
the economic conditions and appointed a committee of
leading citizens “to arrange for a proper and fitting
celebration of the 150th Anniversary of the founding of 
the City of Los Angeles.”  Attorney Isadore B. Dockweiler
headed the One Hundred and Fiftieth Birthday
Organization Committee, and in the months that followed
the dozen members of the Executive Committee and the
27 other committee members laid plans for the birthday
bash.  They chose as the event’s official name “La Fiesta 
de Los Angeles, One Hundred and Fiftieth Birthday,”
shortened in press and publicity to La Fiesta.  The
committee opened an office in the Security Bank Building
at Fifth and Spring Streets, and chose red, green, and
|yellow as the official colors of the Fiesta, the same as the
city’s earlier municipal celebrations.

By March 16 an official program was announced, and the
committee legally incorporated as La Fiesta Association,

Continued on page 8
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Ltd.  The birthday party would last for ten days, beginning
on September 4, and each succeeding day would observe a
specific activity.  On the first day at 8 a.m. guns, church
bells, and factory whistles signaled the start of festivities.  A
reenactment of the ceremony of the founding of the pueblo
took place at the Plaza (no one seemed concerned about the
lack of evidence as to the details of the ceremony or how
elaborate it was or wasn’t).

Following the reenactment, the next major event was the
coronation of the Queen of the Fiesta at the Olympic
Stadium, as the Memorial Coliseum was then called.  A
capacity crowd awaited the naming of the Queen, which
had been kept secret.  Trumpets blared, and the identity of
the queen revealed.  It turned out to be Elizabeth Hicks
Gross, age 38, the granddaughter of O.W. Childs, who had
come to California during the Gold Rush and became a
prominent Los Angeles businessman and philanthropist.
No less than 29 Ladies in Waiting attended the Queen,
most of them descendants of Anglo pioneers plus about a
half dozen who had Californio ancestors who had married
Anglos.  Present at the coronation were Governor James
Rolph, on a white Arabian horse, leading the Grand
Historical Parade around the packed stadium.  Parade
participants included the Elks Drill Team, Santa Barbara
Lancers in green and gold, reenactors of Cabrillo, Junipero
Serra, and other historical characters, Chinese under the
cover of a huge lion (not a dragon), a stagecoach, and lots
of other groups.  Receptions and balls were held in the
evening.

The second day, September 5, featured a Transportation
Parade through downtown Los Angeles.  This was the first
of four major parades, two of them attracting bystanders
estimated at 300,000 (which would have been a third of
the city’s population).  The parade traced the evolution of
transportation, starting with shank’s mares and followed
by Indian travois, dog-sleds, Pony Express, stagecoaches,
pack trains, covered wagons, the 20-mule team Borax
wagon, the original transcontinental locomotive, family
buggy, mule-drawn streetcar, and, bringing the story up to
1931, electric streetcars.  The parade also included fire
engines, automobiles, and moving vans.  At San Pedro and
Wilmington U.S. Navy battleships welcomed visitors, and
the Japanese residents of the area held open house visits.
Fireworks from Terminal Island delighted the crowd.
Music and dancing on Olvera Street entertained in the
downtown area.

On Sunday, September 6, 105,000 people packed the
Olympic Stadium for a Catholic religious service.  In the
evening the Hollywood Bowl held an interdenominational
Vesper Service that attracted some 35,000 people, much
more than the capacity of the Bowl.  Monday began with
a parade of horsemen of all types—Northwest Mounted
Police, Gauchos, Charros, Algerian Riffs, Russian Cossacks,
and, of course, cowboys and cowgirls.  Laurence Hill,
writing of these and the other events for the Historical
Society of Southern California’s Annual Publications, called
it “the greatest aggregation of trick riders most of the
audience had ever seen and they ‘ate it alive.’”

By sheer coincidence, September 8 happened to be the date
of founding (in different years) of Mission San Gabriel and
Mission San Fernando.  So the day was celebrated as
Mission Day.  September 9 marked California’s admission
to the Union in 1850 and was observed as Admission Day,
giving the Native Sons and Daughters of the Golden West
their parade opportunity.  September 10 included aquatic
events at local beaches, an actual Spanish Wedding at the
Old Plaza Church, sports events, and an opera at the Greek
Theater.  More receptions, a costume ball, and fireworks
displays from Long Beach to Santa Monica rounded out the
evening.

Hollywood, represented by the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, held an electrical parade that proceeded
to the stadium, arriving almost an hour late because of the
huge crowds lining the streets.  At the Stadium 110,000
people heard a telegram sent by President Herbert Hoover
congratulating the city on its birthday.  The next day Army,
Navy, and National Guard airplanes conducted air
maneuvers at the Los Angeles Municipal Airport.  The “Air

LOS ANGELES “FIESTA”
Continued from page 7

Source: Autry National Center

Continued on page 9
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Fiesta” continued on September 13, the last day of La
Fiesta.  According to Laurence Hill, the celebration “had
surpassed the fondest dreams of those who conceived 
and sponsored it and who labored so unselfishly and
unceasingly for it.”

Pessimists had other thoughts about the party.  They had
labeled it “El Fiasco” and predicted it would cause an
increase in gambling, drunkenness, robbery, theft, rape, and
death, none of which had happened.  Half a million dollars
had been budgeted, $100,000 of that sum coming from
the city coffers, but ticket admissions had paid the debt.
Still, the Fiesta abounded in irony.  Telephone operators at
City Hall had been instructed to answer calls by saying,
“Buenos Dias, City Hall,” as if the Spanish words were
coined for the occasion.  The emphasis on things Spanish
not Mexican was especially noticeable, a blindness to people
already suffering the effects of the Great Depression.  Carey
McWilliams called such myopia the “fantasy heritage.”

In the months building up to the birthday party, federal
agents had conducted a raid on neighborhoods where
Mexicans lived, searching for illegal aliens to deport.  
They found a handful but frightened so many that an
estimated 50,000 Mexicans fled the county, causing a crisis
among agricultural growers who grew seasonal crops and
needed their labor.  On August 17, 1931, two weeks before
the birthday celebration, Los Angeles County welfare
authorities loaded 899 Mexicans on trains heading for
Mexico, figuring it was cheaper to buy them train tickets
than to keep them on the relief rolls.  Between 1931 and
1934 there were 16 such repatriation trains, removing
13,332 people, including children who were American
citizens.  It seems that no one noticed these social upheavals
during the birthday party.  Given the economic stresses that
were daily increasing throughout the nation, perhaps it
seemed easier for the Fiesta celebrants to ignore the
calamities that would soon surround and engulf them.

LOS ANGELES “FIESTA”

L.A.’S HISTORY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
by Hynda Rudd

A Los Angeles City history project was initiated by the
Works Project Administration in the 1930’s during the
Presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.  It sought to
identify and record the terms of office of individuals 
who, over the years, served in the government of the City
of Los Angeles.  It includes all elected officials and all
appointed commissioners who served on the various
municipal boards. 

This historical study of 1850-1965 was originally
published in four volumes by the City of Los Angeles.  
In 2007, the Los Angeles City Historical Society applied 
for a grant to the John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes
Foundation to complete the project to the present date, ad
infinitum.  At that time it was decided to convert the
already published information to a computer based
program, thus completing the focus of the project to the
present time.

The purpose of this database program is to introduce and
make available on the World Wide Web to people
displaying an index of “Movers and Shakers” of Los Angeles

City government.  This City evolved from a one-horse
town into the second largest city in the United States.  The
evolution and growth of this megalopolis progressed, good
and bad, because of these individuals, who left their
imprint on the sands of time.

Only individual names, dates and offices held election by
election are found on this database.  The names found are
a polyglot composite of English, Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Jewish, Turkish and Armenian.

A User Guide, tutorial, will be found on the database.  For
further information about Los Angeles City government
history see the References link also on the database.

This database program is not a narrative history.  It is a
compilation of individuals, both men and women, who
held certain offices at certain time periods in Los Angeles
City government from 1950 through to the present time,
ad infinitum.

Continued from page 8
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The neat, yellow sign read Welcome!  LA City Historical
Society to The Huntington Library Japanese Garden Tour as 
we gathered on June 15th at the entrance pavilion,
congratulating ourselves on the June Gloom that made us
comfortable for the walk to come.

Our group of 12 was divided between two docents, 
Chor Lau and Jim Shoaff (wearing one badge that said 
Tim and one that said Jim). 

We arrived first at the Chinese Garden of Flowing
Fragrance (Liu Fang Yuan) where we gasped at the large
koi that swam in the man-made lake and marveled at 
the pavilions, bridges and covered walkways.  “Water
(symbolizing the ever-changing) and rocks (the eternal)
create harmony in the garden…Weathered limestone rocks
from Lake Tai line the water’s edge.”

Our group posed for a “class picture” before moving
through the woods and camellia plantings to the Japanese
Garden.

Our first stop was at the new ceremonial teahouse, Seifu-an,
(Arbor of Pure Breeze) which was built in Kyoto in 1964,

shipped to Pasadena, used locally, donated to the
Huntington, returned to Kyoto for restoration and 
shipped back in May, 2011... a well-traveled structure!
“The teahouse is set in a traditional tea garden, situated on
a picturesque ridge with a view that extends north-eastward
toward the San Gabriel Mountains.  The tea garden
features a traditional entry gate, winding paths, a stream
and a ceremonial waiting bench.”  It is open only by
invitation.

We continued on to the Bonsai Courts, “which feature 
more than 70 mature examples of this Japanese art - trees
pruned on a miniature scale in shallow pots to represent
tree forms of ancient age and natural, elegant lines.”

We passed through the viewing stones, the zen garden 
and emerged from a walkway through bamboo to view 
the Japanese House, open on two sides so its acetic beauty
can be seen.

We then bid our docents a fond farewell and struck out 
on the path… past the Moon Bridge, the Wisteria Terrace,
the Rose Garden and on to… lunch!

huntington l ibrary
Japanese Garden Tour

by Kay Tornborg

From Left: Eddy Feldman, Kay Tornborg, Pat Zschoche,  Ina Dalsemer, Diane Kanner, Gerry Hoppe.
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Visit to Ferndell in Griffith Park
by Kay Tornborg

Temperatures near triple digits tapered off enough to  make
Saturday, June 21 a pleasant day for a tour of Ferndell in
Griffith Park, and the leafy canopy over the paths kept the
sun friendly.

Sixteen LACHS members and friends were graciously
greeted by about six Friends of Griffith Park, including
Founding Director Marian Dodge and FoGP’s guide,
Bernadette Soter.  There was coffee, juice and water, with
munchies, under the pine trees while LACHS board
member (and Guide- For-A-Day) Kay Tornborg gave a
brief history of Ferndell before setting out on the walk.

The Friends of Griffith Park have shouldered the herculean
task of ensuring that the park will retain its traditional 
role as a place of free enjoyment of its natural beauty.  They
have begun on a number of fronts, the most advanced 
being the restoration of Ferndell, once the most popular
section of the park, famous for its native and exotic ferns
and terraced pools, sparkling brooks and tumbling
waterfall.  In preparing for the tour Kay inquired of
Bernadette where the waterfall was since she was looking
for a water fall (with water).  The tour goes past the now-dry
waterfall but also takes in a meandering brook, lots of
native maidenhair ferns and a few stalwart beauties from

previous restorations, not to mention a couple of graceful
semi-original bridges and lots of beautiful hand-laid 
stone retaining walls.  It’s a lovely walk where you will
meet lots of exercisers, dog-walkers and perhaps your
neighbors enjoying the peace and quiet.  In due time there
will be water in the waterfall.

During the walk there was a short but spirited discussion
on how to promote community stewardship of the coming
restoration and the best way to get the word out about it.
A number of participants volunteered to help on that front.

To learn more about the Ferndell restoration and the work
of the Friends of Griffith Park, check out their website:
www.friendsofgriffithpark.org.



Traffic Officers trace their origin to sworn Police Officers.
Beginning sometime in the early part of the 20th century,
Police Officers were deployed at Downtown intersections to
assign right-of-way to the new automobiles, pedestrians
and trolleys.  As automated traffic signals began to be
introduced, they would change the signal timing at the
controller with a hand-held switch.  Over the years, they
also would be used to facilitate left turns and to keep
closely-spaced intersections clear.

Sworn Police Officers also were used to enforce parking
restrictions, beginning in 1919 with 45-minute time limit
restrictions in Downtown.  When parking meters began to
be used in the city in 1949, they enforced meter violations,
as well.

In time, it was desired to dedicate sworn officers to the
more serious crime functions of investigation and
prevention.  Thus, civilian position titles were created
within the Police Department.  They included Parking
Control Checkers in 1959 for parking enforcement and
Traffic Control Officers in 1967 for directing intersection
traffic.

During this period, the Parking Control Checkers drove
three-wheeled motorcycles and most of them were female.
They were often called “meter maids,” a popular yet

demeaning term.  On the other hand, the Traffic Control
Officers were exclusively male.  In recognition of these
artificial barriers and gender bias the two classes were
consolidated in 1974 to the new class of Traffic Officer.

Due to their role in enforcing traffic and parking
regulations, they remained with the Police Department.
However, the Police Department emphasis was crime
fighting, whereas the Department of Transportation’s
emphasis was parking supply and congestion relief.  As a
result of this realization, Traffic Officers were transferred
from the Police Department to the Department of
Transportation in 1984 to emphasize their role in
facilitating traffic circulation and parking.  This transfer
had been envisioned when the Department of
Transportation was formed in 1979.  The so-called Brophy
Study conducted for the City in 1982 outlined a plan for
consolidating on-street parking, off-street parking, parking
enforcement and intersection control into a more efficient
entity.  This consolidated entity became the Office of
Parking Management.  The transfer of the Traffic Officers
nearly doubled the size of the department.  With the 
part-time crossing guard staff considered, the Department
tripled in size.

As signals were incorporated into the ATSAC system, 
the need for Traffic Officers to be deployed to direct
intersection traffic began to be de-emphasized.  At the 
same time, the city’s success in managing traffic during the
1984 Olympic Games, Pope John Paul’s visit in 1986 and
the 1994 Northridge Earthquake demonstrated their
important role in managing traffic during planned special

12 Los Angeles City Historical Society August 2012

THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF 

TRAFFIC OFFICERS
by John E. Fisher

Intersection control and aid in the 1920’s

Parking enforcement, circa 1950

Continued on page 14
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MYSTERY STRUCTURE AT 3RD STREET & LOMA
As people ride east on Third Street toward downtown 
Los Angeles for the first time in a while and approach 
Loma Drive, someone seeing  an imposing structure
partially visible to the right  on Loma inevitably asks:
“What is that building”?

It is the Mary Andrews Clark Home,
built on top of what was once Crown
Hill near downtown L.A.

When Los Angeles Times editors first
saw the architectural plans for the
proposed new building, they wrote:
“The home, beautiful architecturally
and ideal in its conception, will rank
as one of the finest in the country.”

It was built by William Andrews Clark, Sr., in memory to
his mother.  Actually, the idea came from Clark’s youngest
sister, Ella Clark Newell Miller, chairwoman of a special
committee of the YWCA in Los Angeles, very active in 
the association.  The four-story, 76,000-square-foot building
at 306-336 S. Loma Drive was designed by Arthur Burnett
Benton in the “French Chateau type” with many gables,
cupolas, turrets and balconies, built and furnished at a cost
of $500,000.  It was finished and turned over to the YWCA
in 1913 to be used as a home for young working women of
limited means.  The home could accommodate 200.

The average price for board was $5.05 a week, including a
room, two meals a day (three on Sundays and holidays) 
and free laundry and sewing machines.  Other amenities
offered were a literary club, Bible study, a library, dancing,
tennis courts, bowling alleys, and a gymnasium.

The home was dedicated in
1913.  A public reception
was held in May of that 
year to introduce Angelenos
to the latest architectural
showcase, with an estimated
3,000 persons attending.  Los
Angeles was impressed, and
even as late as 1938 it was
described as “one of the show
places of the city.”

The interior was quite grand.  Originally, the first floor had
a lobby, administrative offices, a large reception hall, two
private parlors, the library, a lecture room seating 300, a
dining room for 200, and a gymnasium.  The upper floors
had, in addition to the private rooms, sleeping porches,
sewing and workrooms, classrooms, laundry, and a complete
hospital suite.

The facility became popular very soon, and by 1923 there
was a waiting list of more than 200 aspiring renters.  It was
operated by the YWCA from 1913 until 1987, when it was
forced to close due to major damages caused by that year’s
Whittier Narrows earthquake. 

The popularity continued after  World War II, by which
time the home was no longer operated as a YWCA.  In
1948, those renting were
women between 18 and 30
years old in single or double
rooms each featuring a lavatory,
and each floor had tubs and
showers.  Regulations had eased
off from early days.  Residents
were allowed to have male
visitors, entertaining them in
small sitting rooms or the game
room 

In 1954, heirs of William Andrews Clark, Sr. sued the
YWCA for allegedly violating the terms of the agreement
that deeded the home to that organization, by improperly
using the trust fund, terminating Clark’s niece as chairman
of the management committee, and adopting new bylaws
that permitted the YWCA to assume full control of the
home.  The suit was settled in 1955, with the woman’s
organization given full control.

From the 1960s through the 1980s, although rules had
somewhat loosened, residents still had to follow certain
codes of behavior much as did the original “girls.”  Slacks
and curlers were not permitted at dinner; twice a week they
dined in the formal dining room by candle light; no alcohol
was permitted on the premises, no men upstairs, no shorts
in the recreation room.  In 1982, the upper age limit.
however, was raised to 50 from the former 30.

Another in a series on the William Andrews Clark Family Contributions to Los Angeles.

Continued on page 14
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In 1990, the YWCA sold the building to a Santa Monica
developer, Crescent Bay Co., for $3 million.  The new
owners renovated the building, preserving the original
materials, woodwork, and tiles.  The renovation/
restoration cost $16 million.  It was reopened as housing
for single workers making less than $17,650 a year.

The Clark Home is Los Angeles Cultural-Historic
Monument #158 and is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places.

Editor’s Note: This is
the second in a series
about the contributions
made by William
Andrews Clark, Jr. and
his family to Los
Angeles.  Again, special
thanks to Paul Clark
Newell (grandson of Ella Clark Newell, and Clark, Jr’s
grandnephew) for information not available readily elsewhere.

events and emergencies.  In addition, they have
expanded their role in removing abandoned vehicles.
Since 1969 they were allowed to impound vehicles
illegally parked or abandoned on city streets.  This
would expand to include impounding abandoned

vehicles on private
property.

Today, their role is
viewed less as one
of enforcement
and more in terms
of quality-of-life.

Their responsibilities in parking enforcement help to
ensure the viability of business districts.  Their efforts in
event management help the city celebrate community,
regional and nationally prominent events.  Finally, their
duties in removing abandoned vehicles from streets and
private property help to remove blight and restore the
livability of the communities.

THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF

TRAFFIC OFFICERS

MYSTERY STRUCTURE
Continued from page 13

Continued from page 12
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PIO PICO: The Last Governor of Mexican California
PIO PICO: The Last Governor of Mexican California, by Carlos Manuel Salomon.  Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2012. 233 pp. Cloth, $24.95.  www.oupress.com.

by Abraham Hoffman

The facts are pretty basic: Pio Pico (1801-1894) was
the last governor of Mexican California, and during
the American period he lost his property and
wealth, dying a pauper (though it is not true that he
was buried in a pauper’s grave).  Carlos Salomon
puts flesh on the factual skeleton, tracing Pico’s life
and career in a book that teachers, students, and
devotees of California history will find compelling
reading.  Pico’s long life was lived under three
flags—Spain, Mexico, and the United States, four if
you count the three weeks of the Bear Flag
Republic.

Pico came of age at a time when Californios were
pretty well fed up with the Mexican government’s
neglect of the province.  Politically ambitious, Pico
became involved in the internecine conflicts of the
1830s and 1840s as Californios rejected the
governors imposed on them and fought each other
over who should rule the province.  Pico’s chief rival
in Mexican California was Juan Bautista Alvarado
from northern California, Pico living in the south.
Alliances and rivalries often included family ties
that could get complicated; opponents could and
did make common cause when an outsider such as
Manuel Micheltorena showed up with his ragtag
army with the aim of governing California.

Salomon establishes an important context for 
these political struggles.  He describes the problems
Mexico experienced in its formative years of
independence as centralists fought federalists over
control of the national government.  Pico came from
a large extended family that valued land grants 
and ranching, and the Pico, de la Guerra, Castro,
and other families exercised considerable influence
over California’s affairs.  It was Pico’s fate that his
appointment to a second term as governor was
confirmed around the same time that war broke out
between Mexico and the United States.  Barely a
month later Pico had to deal with the Bear Flag
Revolt, an event superseded by the American
takeover of the province in July 1846.  Pico rallied
the Californios to the cause, an effort complicated by
the marriage ties between Anglos and Californios
that resulted in divided loyalties.  Andres Pico, Pio’s
brother, led a splendid resistance, defeating Colonel
Stephen W. Kearny at San Pascual, but the U.S.
forces overwhelmed the Californios.  Andres signed
the Treaty of Cahuenga with John Fremont, ending

the fighting in California.  The war itself lasted
another year.

Ater the war, and the unexpected discovery of gold,
California was transformed overnight into a frontier
society full of tensions between Anglos and
Californios.  Contrary to the generalized view of
Californios losing all their rights and properties,
Salomon demonstrates that Pico and other
rancheros did very well in supplying prospectors
with beef.  In fact, they became quite wealthy.
Salomon shows that Pico was a sharp businessman,
and Anglos who thought him inferior because of 
his mixed racial ancestry quickly realized his
business acumen.  Pico soon grasped an essential
point in dealing with Anglos.  Any problems in
doing business could be resolved in the new state’s
courts.  Pico proved adept in suing over contracts
and land sales, winning most of his cases.  He and
Andres became politically prominent, serving terms
in the state legislature.  Originally from San Diego,
Pico lived in Los Angeles after 1845, buying a fine
home near the Plaza and enjoying his numerous
rancho properties and the wealth they brought him.

Pico apparently loved taking business risks, and
eventually his business practices caused his
downfall.  He lived an expensive lifestyle until his
financial obligations caught up with him.  He made
serious errors in signing documents without having
his team of lawyers checking them first.  Two
sensational cases, Forster v. Pico and Pico v. Cohn,
exhausted his finances.  It’s amazing that having
reached an age when he should have sought the
comforts of retirement, Pico still tried to maintain
his expensive tastes and to engage in legal battles.
In the end he was a penniless old man, having lost
such properties as Rancho Santa Margarita.
However, he did not die in obscurity.  He was
publicly acclaimed as the last of the Californio dons,
and friends and family gave him a grand funeral.

Salomon’s biography offers important insights into
Pico’s life and times.  “Despite his many faults, Pico
contributed a great deal to California,” observes
Salomon.  “His resilience and determination during
an unfavorable period for Mexican Americans are
personal qualities that will endure” (p. 180).

Abraham Hoffman teaches history at Los Angeles
Valley College.
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